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SUBJECT:

Portland Water Bureau: Further advances in asset management
would benefit ratepayers (Report #405)

The attached audit reviewed the Water Bureau’s management of the extensive physical assets it
uses to deliver water to customers. The Bureau set a high standard for managing its assets when
it adopted asset management principles about five years ago. These principles focus on service
delivery at the optimum long term cost. The Bureau has made progress in improving its asset
management, particularly in evaluating capital project costs and benefits, and considering risk in
plans for asset maintenance, repair and replacement.
We agree that asset management best practices benefit ratepayers, and we found the Bureau
is viewed as a leader in asset management within the City and among U.S. water utilities as a
result of its progress. However, we found several ways that the Bureau can improve its asset
management practices to benefit ratepayers, including implemention of data management
changes, confirmation and clarification of required service levels, and incorporation of clear
management decisions and priorities in its Asset Management Plans.
We believe the improvements we recommend in this report will enable the Bureau to make
further advances in providing cost-effective service to benefit Portland ratepayers.
As a follow-up to our report, we ask the Water Bureau to provide us with a status report in one
year detailing steps taken to address the recommendations in this report.
We appreciate the cooperation and assistance we received from Portland Water Bureau staff as
we conducted this audit.

LaVonne Griffin-Valade
City Auditor
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Summary

Water users depend on Portland Water Bureau assets valued at $7 billion -- the pipelines, pump stations, tanks, and other equipment that
get clean water to homes and businesses. The Bureau supplies an
average of 100 million gallons of water per day.
Asset failures, such as pipe breaks, could result in problems – from
customer inconvenience to health consequences and the costs to
repair or replace assets. With good management, however, the Portland Water Bureau can minimize its overall costs while maintaining
water service quality. We undertook this audit to review the Bureau’s
current practices to manage the City’s water assets.
In 2007, The Bureau committed to
“The ‘Total Cost of
adopting and carrying out internaOwnership’ Principle – there
tionally-accepted principles of asset
exists a minimum optimal
investment over the life
management. The Bureau’s commitcycle of an asset that best
ment can be seen in its work drafting
balances performance and
management plans for some assets,
cost given a target level of
service and a designated
evaluating some capital projects to
level of risk.”
plan for maximum long term benefit,
U.S. Environmental
and prioritizing many maintenance and
Protection Agency (EPA)
construction tasks based on risk. The
Bureau published its goals for using
asset management principles, in planning and revenue bond documents.
The Bureau also defined 27 service level indicators it uses to track and
report progress, such as, “Respond to 95 percent of customer inquiries or requests within five business days,” and “More than 90 percent
of flow control valves will operate when needed.”
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These steps are positive and the Bureau has been recognized as a
leader in asset management. In fact, many other U.S. utilities have
yet to adopt a similarly comprehensive approach to asset management. However, we found the Bureau can do more to fulfill its goals
for managing assets to benefit customers. The Bureau falls short in
key areas, and these need attention to enable more cost-effective
service delivery to ratepayers.
We found that the Bureau’s data management efforts do not support its asset management objectives. Our 2004 audit reported the
Bureau’s difficulty in managing data to make evidence-based, costeffective decisions about assets; the Bureau continues to experience
that problem.
We found that the Bureau is not systematically using required service levels in budgeting. We further concluded that some service
levels are internal workload targets that do not express the impact
on customers, that the sheer number of identified service levels may
dilute focus, and finally, that the Bureau has not sought input from
representative customers about whether they agree with the required
service levels the Bureau identified.
In addition, the Bureau has no overall plan for managing its assets,
and planning efforts are splintered. It has drafted only a third of
about 20 plans it identified as necessary for assets such as pipelines,
fire hydrants, and meters. Meanwhile, the Bureau continues to rely
on systems and practices that lead to reactive maintenance. Bureau
managers indicated they agree that more proactive maintenance is
needed to reduce long term costs.
To improve upon the foundation of asset management principles put
in place, we recommend that the Bureau:
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Deploy resources, formalize leadership and develop
accountability structures to implement a data management
approach that meets its asset management needs.



Identify and clarify the essential required service levels, obtain
confirmation from representative customers so that required
service levels can be more useful in decisions about resource
allocation, and apply clarified service levels as budget criteria.



Document management decisions and directions for
prioritized actions in Asset Management Plans to increase
accountability and likelihood of implementing the plans to
benefit customers.



Incorporate an accountability framework throughout the
Bureau to increase the likelihood of successfully meeting its
objectives.
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Conduits at Bull Run

Source: Audit Services Division photo
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Chapter 1 Background

Essential water
delivery depends on
high value assets

Figure 1

The Portland Water Bureau (Bureau) serves about one quarter of
Oregon’s population, both in Portland and other communities. It
depends on its physical assets (assets) to continuously supply, store,
pump, and deliver clean water to homes and businesses. The Bureau
estimates that it would cost about $7 billion to replace its assets,
such as treatment facilities, pipes, tanks, and meters. Figure 1 shows
the extent of the water system and wholesale distribution areas, and
some of the major assets needed to supply the average customer
demand of 100 million gallons of water per day.

Portland water system

Source: Portland Water Bureau, 2011
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Asset failures, such as pipe breaks or equipment breakdowns, could
result in severe health consequences, transportation disruptions, and
costs to repair or replace assets. Managing assets to provide water
service at cost-effective rates while avoiding consequences to health
and other unacceptable risks is a significant part of the Bureau’s mission, “to be responsible stewards of the public’s water infrastructure,
fiscal and natural resources.”
City policy requires bureaus to maintain assets in good working
order to protect capital investments and to minimize future costs of
maintaining and replacing them, especially to avoid costly deferred
maintenance. In fiscal year 2011, the Bureau spent over $94 million
in net operating expenditures (net of depreciation) and debt service
(for purchasing new assets and major repairs on existing assets). Ultimately, Bureau and Council decisions about maintaining, repairing,
and replacing assets directly affect current and future Bureau expenditures, water rates and water quality.
In 2004, we audited Bureau maintenance of the water distribution
system (Report #299) and recommended that the Bureau prepare a
maintenance plan, improve reliability of asset information, integrate
information systems, and develop performance measures to track
maintenance activities. At about the same time, the Bureau initiated
elements of its asset management process. Our objectives in this audit were to review how the Bureau currently manages water system
assets on behalf of its ratepayers, and whether it is following its commitment to asset management principles.

Broad agreement
about the value of
asset management
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The Bureau, City Council, and the utility industry agree that the
internationally accepted process for asset management provides the
best way to deliver the service levels customers want at the minimum
overall cost. Based on our review, we also agree that asset management would benefit customers and the City. Key principles and best
practices of asset management are documented in the International
Infrastructure Management Manual and by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). Our use of the term best practice, with
respect to asset management, generally refers to those identified by
these two organizations. The EPA’s role in promoting asset manage-

ment in U.S. water utilities resulted from Congressional interest in the
benefits of comprehensive asset management. At the City level, the
Water Bureau and other City bureaus responsible for physical assets
collaborate on an annual Citywide Assets Report, presented to City
Council. The report includes their workplan for, and progress on applying seven specific asset management best practices.
Broad agreement about the value of asset management best practices does not mean they are widely implemented in the U.S. Although
American Water Works Association (AWWA) policy also recommends
comprehensive asset management planning for water uitilities, an
AWWA representative told us that the organization is just starting to
look at asset management and that the U.S. is lagging behind other
parts of the world in utility use of asset management.

Advances in asset
management benefit
ratepayers

The cost of providing water is impacted by many factors including a
consideration of what risks are acceptable. Asset management makes
delivering required services over the long term the central focus of
management’s decisions. Benefits to ratepayers include:


Reducing overall costs through efficient operations and
maintenance that prolongs asset life - Asset management
seeks to minimize total costs of acquiring, operating,
maintaining, and renewing assets while keeping risk at an
acceptable level. The American Water Works Association
(AWWA) reported that utilities may save 20 to 30 percent of
life cycle costs by adopting asset management practices.



Focusing on services delivered - Delivering the service
levels that customers confirm and regulators require, such as
water quality, drives output-oriented management. Focusing
on services helps prevent unnecessary spending.



Using a sound basis for setting rates - Rates should be
tied to, and limited to providing agreed-upon services
through cost-effective asset management actions to maintain
required services at acceptable risk levels. Asset management
includes planning funding strategies for optimum capital,
maintenance, and operations investments.
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Overall, these benefits also improve accountability over the use of resources. Generally, service level measures and evidence-based asset
decisions promote accountability and transparency.

Asset management
best practices involve
systematic, evidencebased, cost-effective
decisions

Managing assets in a cost-effective way involves systematically
making choices based on an understanding of asset performance,
risks and costs in the long term. Asset management ties those asset
maintenance and replacement choices to maintaining the services
that assets are in place to provide. We summarize the following interrelated characteristics of a good asset management program, based
on our review of these principles.
Having knowledge about assets and costs
Data and knowledge about assets form the basis of every decision
and are the backbone of asset management practices. Needed data
includes assets owned, asset condition, expected remaining life, cost
to replace each type of asset, and how each asset would be likely to
deteriorate. The key to good data and data systems is to tailor them
to the utility’s decision-making needs. Data quality, asset register,
and data system architecture should support decision-making.
Maintaining desired levels of service, agreed by customers
The services a utility delivers are the reason for all the assets in its
system. The utility must know the specific minimum levels of the
services it delivers, in order to plan, budget, manage and evaluate
the work and assets it needs to cost-effectively maintain those levels
of service. An example of a service level is to deliver water reliably,
limiting outages to no more than three events per year per customer.
The steps for using service levels are: define the required levels of
services that assets deliver; engage representative customers in confirming or modifying levels; and budget and manage as required to
maintain the agreed-upon levels of service.
Lifecycle approach to asset management planning
An asset management plan (AMP) identifies the tactics and resources
that are optimum (lowest cost) for meeting service requirements.
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AMPs provide the basis for decisions about assets, including service
levels and asset information such as condition, performance, and risks
of failure. They include management strategies to maintain, repair
and replace assets to achieve the lowest lifecycle (long term) cost,
and the plan to fund those actions through rates and charges.
Implementing planned solutions to provide reliable cost-effective
service
Planning optimal asset actions is not enough. Total cost over time
is optimal only if the maintenance and other planned strategies are
actually performed. It is through implementing evidence-based decisions, documented in Asset Management Plans, that service levels
can be maintained at optimal long term cost.
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Chapter 2 Progress made in asset
management

Bureau committed to
asset management
best practices

The Bureau meets the City’s voluntary timeline for implementation
of asset management best practices described in the 2011 Citywide
Assets Report, and is recognized as a leader in asset management
among U.S. water utilities. The Bureau set a higher standard for its
asset management approach in 2007, when it documented its commitment to becoming an ”advanced asset management organization,”
in an Asset Management Charter, signed and prominently displayed
by top management (Appendix). The Charter cites international best
practices.
The Bureau’s efforts to document asset information, evaluate asset
failure risks and capital project alternatives, identify service levels, and
begin drafting asset plans to guide cost-effective maintenance, repair
and replacement are evidence of its commitment to asset management concepts. Figure 2 shows many of the actions the Bureau has
taken since 2004. Moreover, the City has promoted the Bureau’s
commitment to asset management and the Bureau helps guide the
Citywide efforts. The City publishes details about the Bureau’s asset
management program in its official statements to revenue bondholders.
Bureau leadership engaged in asset management
Bureau management formed an Asset Management Group within
its Engineering Services Group to provide technical guidance, coordination and support to the Bureau as a whole. It also established
the Asset Management Steering Committee (“Steering Committee”)
to make decisions and policy based on information presented to it
by the Asset Management Group. With the exception of the Bureau
Administrator, Steering Committee members include Bureau executive leadership and other selected managers with responsibilities tied
to asset management.
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Figure 2

Major milestones in Portland Water Bureau asset
management program

2004

Formed Asset Management Group work unit in Engineering Services
Received Audit Services Division’s Portland’s Water Distribution System:
Maintenance program needs improvement audit report

2005

Formed Asset Management Steering Committee
Conducted the first “business case” impacting management of an asset
(hydrant overhaul)
Utilized self-assessment tool to identify program gaps for benchmarking
(first in a series of gap analyses)

2006

Improved asset information in the Water System Status and Condition Report
Participated in the Water Services Association of Australia’s international
benchmarking study (first year of a three year program)
Drafted the first Asset Management Plan for an asset group (distribution
mains)

2007

Adopted Bureau Asset Management Charter
Began reviews of work order data in the maintenance information system

2008

Adopted the Bureau Strategic Plan (2008-2011) with key service level
indicators

2009

Developed a business risk methodology and applied to assets for the first
time

Published the Business Case Development Guidebook

2010

Published Guidelines for How to Develop an Asset Management Plan
Developed a Bureau Asset Management Work Plan for 2010-2015
Prioritized completion of Asset Management Plans for about 15 asset
categories
Source: Portland Water Bureau
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Bureau information system improvements
The Bureau began using its Computerized Maintenance Management
System (CMMS) in 2004, to manage in-house maintenance and construction task orders. It also uses a proprietary forecasting tool, Total
Enterprise Asset Management Planner (TEAM Plan) to track the condition of water system assets and estimate time and cost of appropriate
asset repair or replacement based on condition. The Bureau made
progress developing its asset hierarchy and improving on the collection and organization of its asset information across CMMS, TEAM
Plan and the Geographic Information System (GIS).
Bureau data management improvements
The Bureau reported that a significant accomplishment was to
provide a better structure for finding information. A Bureau official
stated that a multi-year project consolidated multiple file servers, removing a significant number of duplicates in the process. As part of
this work, the Bureau stated it also reorganized the file server hierarchy, in part to better match the Bureau’s asset hierarchy.
Bureau identified levels of service
The Bureau began identifying service levels in its first Asset Management Plan for water mains and continues to apply them to specific
groups of assets. In its 2008 Strategic Plan, the Bureau identified 24
bureau-wide service levels. Since then it increased the number it
considers key to 27. An important service level is to comply with all
State and Federal water quality regulations.
Bureau case-by-case evaluation of risk and optimum cost
In 2007, the Bureau prioritized many assets according to estimated
business risk. Since then, Bureau staff evaluated the risk for pipeline material types and many of the major assets it prioritized. The
Bureau also performed business case analyses of projects and policy
changes on a case-by-case basis, as directed by the Steering Committee or by capital project planners. Most of the Bureau’s reported
asset management cost savings have resulted from business case and
risk evaluations.
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Bureau guidance prepared
In order to assist other Bureau staff to participate in evaluations and
planning, Bureau technical staff in the Asset Management Group prepared the Business Case Development Guidebook and Guidelines for
How to Develop an Asset Management Plan. These documents provide Bureau methodologies for applying asset management practices
to the water system. To support business case analysis, the Asset
Management Group also prepared guidelines for estimating dollar
values of changes in some service levels, including water outages and
water pressure.
Draft Asset Management Plans in progress
The Bureau drafted AMPs for six groups of its similar assets and is
working on many others to fulfill action items it described in its Asset
Management Charter. It drafted plans for distribution pipes, tanks,
commercial meters, pump stations, large valves, and fire hydrants.
These efforts resulted in Bureau asset management experts presenting a peer-reviewed paper on the distribution pipes AMP to the
American Society of Civil Engineers’ Pipelines 2011 Conference.
Improvements in Bureau culture, coordination and
communication
Throughout this audit, Bureau staff repeatedly described to us how
asset management has become an important mechanism to make
needed changes, although some also told us about resistance to it.
The Bureau’s asset management efforts brought teams together from
distinct organizational divisions that may not have interacted before,
to work on common goals. For example, engineers with asset design
responsibilities and others with operations responsibilities are now
more likely to discuss particular assets and projects from a broader
perspective. Similarly, field crews responsible for collecting information about assets are improving their records to share the information
with staff responsible for recording data in information systems.
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Chapter 3 Data management progress
has not kept pace with asset
management needs

Managing information to make good decisions is one of the greatest challenges in today’s operating environment. At its core, asset
management is about making data-driven, evidence-based decisions.
However, the Bureau is like other organizations that have pieced
together a data management approach based on legacy systems
and solutions to address emerging needs. Bureau staff, as well as
expert sources outside of the Bureau, assessed the Bureau’s current
approach to data management as an impediment to its ability to
meet its asset management objectives. We found that the Bureau
has developed an overarching data management strategy but has yet
to implement key tasks that meet the general needs of the Bureau as
well as the specialized needs of asset management. Improving data
management depends on leadership, dedicated technical resources
and assigning responsibility for making data management improvements.

Long-standing
data management
challenges known

Over the years, the Bureau has relied on many data systems and
processes to address its data needs. Our 2004 audit, at about the
time the Bureau initiated an asset management program, dedicated
a chapter to the Bureau’s need for stronger data management. Since
the 2004 audit focused on the maintenance of distribution assets,
we reported that existing asset data systems were inefficient and
unreliable, and that a number of duplicative databases existed at the
Bureau due to the lack of good integration across existing systems.
In addition, the Bureau was using unreliable information on the
condition of key assets and the level of effort needed to address its
requirements.
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Figure 3

Select information systems significant to asset management
Name

System Type

Description

SAP

Enterprise Resource
Planning System
(ERP)

Financial system for the City, with personnel,
timesheet, purchasing (e.g. capital project
contracts) and aggregated cost data

Oracle WAM

Computerized
Maintenance
Management
System (CMMS)

Work order and inventory management
system with some asset attributes and costdata for in-house projects

ArcGIS

Geographic
Information System
(GIS)

Visual presentation of mapped asset data
with specific asset attributes, used primarily
but not exclusively on distribution system
and right-of-way assets

Cayenta

Customer
Information System
(CIS)

Customer billing system operated by the
Revenue Bureau, which includes data from
customer water meters

LabWorks

Laboratory
Information
Management
System (LIMS)

Water quality information system with
test data from water sampling stations,
required for laboratory certification and data
validation

OASys

Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition
System (SCADA)

System remotely monitors and controls
water treatment and distribution assets, and
collects data for analytical purposes (e.g.
water flow, pressure, etc.)

TEAM Plan

Forecasting model

Financial needs forecasting model, that
includes asset-related data compiled from
other Bureau sources

Various

Access databases

Individuals and units within the Bureau
maintain various database files on specific
asset groups, including data about
infrastructure sites, roads, etc.

Microstation

Computer Aided
Design & Drafting
(CADD)

System includes three-dimensional models
of key sites within the water system that
augments existing asset information in GIS.

FileNet/P8
Job Tracks,
General
Plans

Content
management

A software package and Access databases
used collectively by the Bureau to store or
provide location references for a variety of
Bureau information

SQLserver

Database program

Primary and central repository for
information about Bureau assets

Source: Portland Water Bureau
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Now, about eight years later, the Bureau faces similar challenges,
yet with even more data systems and its new objective of locating,
collecting or analyzing data to use in asset management decisions.
Figure 3 provides a list of the Bureau’s current asset managementrelated data systems. Some of these systems are not directly within
the Bureau’s control (e.g. SAP, Cayenta), and the Bureau reports other
systems (e.g. SCADA, LIMS) must stand alone due to security issues.
While the Bureau is aware of its data management issues, we found
its recent asset management efforts have brought these concerns
into the foreground. Because asset management activities have
increased the coordination and communication between work units,
the Bureau appears to have improved in its knowledge sharing and,
likewise, its ability to identify areas for improvement.
During our review of Bureau documents, we studied detailed analyses
that Bureau staff members prepared as part of their work developing business cases, status and condition reports, and especially Asset
Management Plans. Staff members repeatedly reported a variety of
limitations with data completeness, reliability and usefulness for asset
management needs. They also cited inefficiencies due to numerous
data sources and lack of system integration. The extent and type of
problems vary depending on the asset category, information system,
and work unit. These variations and inefficiencies led to inconsistencies when performing similar business processes. Our interviews
with Bureau staff confirmed the limitations reported in these Bureau
documents. Moreover, the Asset Management Group developed a
document in 2008 to emphasize and prioritize the key data needs to
support the Bureau’s asset management efforts.
We found that numerous sources outside of the Bureau confirmed
the importance of the data management issues identified in Bureau
internal reviews. To help identify and prioritize needed improvements, the Bureau consulted with asset management experts and
participated in various assessments with its international and domestic peers, beginning in 2005. In June 2011, it hired consultants
to provide options for implementing improvements to its business
processes and systems.
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Figure 4

Past recommendations related to Bureau data management
Select Recommendation(s)

Report

Author(s)

2004

Better plan and coordinate efforts
to improve the reliability and
accessibility of asset information.

Portland’s Water
Distribution System:
Maintenance Program
Needs Improvement

Audit Services
Division

2005

Create data standard; improve
data warehouse for storage,
management and reporting of
data; develop an information
technology system strategy; and
improve cost data.

Asset Management
Gap Analysis and
Benchmarking

GHD

2006

Define corporate data needs,
data model, and implementation
plan that reflects the needs of
all stakeholders; integrate key
systems.

QualServe Peer Review
Report

AWWA, Water
Environment
Federation

2007

Initiate information management
improvements to support
asset management objectives,
including data management,
system integration and asset
classification system.

Distribution System
Master Plan

Camp Dresser &
McKee Inc. (CDM)

2008

Establish common asset register,
develop data mining capability,
enhance cost accounting;
establish procedures for data
verification and import for data
capture at asset handover

2008 Asset
Management Process
Benchmarking Project

Int’l Water Assoc.,
Water Services
Assoc. of Australia,
GHD, Marchment
Hill, CH2M HILL

2009

Improve the asset hierarchy, asset
register and asset attributes to
enhance future modeling and
improve the overall confidence
level for decision-making
activities.

Report for Future
Investment Needs
Modeling for Asset
Management

GHD

2011

Improve business processes and
integration of existing systems to
support workflows; prioritize and
implement gap closure action
plans (19) based on available
resources.

Business Workflow
Analysis Project

Brown and Caldwell

Source: Audit Services Division, and documents provided by Portland Water Bureau
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In all reports we reviewed, we found consistent recommendations
for the Bureau to improve its data management, as listed in Figure 4.
Since 2005, the Bureau has participated in self-assessment processes
with other utilities, to identify any gaps in its asset management
implementation. The Bureau acknowledged that in the “Data and
Knowledge” category of the self assessments, it had a low overall
score and also low scores relative to other top water and wastewater
organizations.

Overarching data
management strategy
developed but needs to
be implemented

We found the Bureau has developed an Information Technology
Strategic Plan, but is still in the process of implementing our 2004
recommendation to better plan and coordinate efforts to improve
the reliability and accessibility of water system asset information. The
Bureau reported that it began developing an information technology
strategy in 2006, culminating in the Information Technology Strategic
Plan (“Strategic Plan”) in 2009. The Strategic Plan includes a stated
goal, objectives and strategies that encompass data and system
enhancements. It also requires the development of annual Action
Plans that list specific tasks to meet areas identified within the overall
strategic framework. The Bureau reports that management and a
separate Information Technology Strategic Plan Committee, comprised of representation from across the Bureau, annually reviewed
the Strategic Plan and wrote the Action Plans.
Two tasks that are of particular importance to asset management are
development of a common data model, and data standards for asset
information. Both were included in each of the last three annual Action Plans. The fiscal year 2011-12 Action Plan states these tasks are
planned for completion by the end of this fiscal year.
A Bureau official reported that these Action Plans serve as the backbone of its information technology efforts and, over the years, has
successfully completed many of the tasks identified but not areas
of focus in this audit. The official told us the Bureau’s ability to
implement the various tasks as planned was and is based on available resources. The Bureau reported that its Data Management
Program resides within the Engineering Services Group but serves
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Bureau-wide needs. Two staff members and their supervisor have
data management as part of their portfolio of responsibilities. They
coordinate and request time from other Bureau staff with information
system-related responsibilities on a task- or project-basis. The Bureau
reports, when funding is available, it has budgeted for the use of consultants to assist in projects if additional expertise or time is needed.
The Bureau tracks performance for the Data Management Program
as part of its quarterly program budget reports. The reports include
effectiveness measures as well as system-specific workload measures.
However, despite agreed-upon goals and regular data quality reviews,
performance in the areas tracked by these measures revealed mixed
results. The most recent quarterly report we reviewed showed unmet
or unclear targets for 11 of the 13 measures.
Given the 2011 consultant’s report addressing data management
challenges, this is a good time for the Bureau to implement its data
management strategy. The consultant’s report provided a foundation for the Bureau to build upon. For example, the report described
whether or not the Bureau’s data systems (listed in Figure 3) relate to
each other. It also mapped 12 business process workflows, as well as
the current and desired state of the Bureau’s enterprise architectures
(business, systems and technology) related to those workflows. The
consultant’s report states that Bureau teams agreed on the following
objectives for the Bureau’s future data management work:


Integrate systems



Provide for more effective reporting



Provide end-to-end support for business processes



Create a single version of the truth



Reduce dependence on paper



Define and enhance supporting business processes

The consultant’s report identified 19 recommended action plans and
the Bureau reported it began addressing key components from the
report, which will require several years to implement.
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Slow pace of data
management
improvements impede
asset management
progress

While the Bureau has begun to focus some attention on data management concerns, the slow pace of its improvements has delayed
the Bureau’s ability to meet its asset management objectives. We
identify three interrelated areas where data management limitations
have affected the Bureau’s progress in fully implementing asset management.
Impact on asset register development
Data management challenges have affected the Bureau’s ability to
complete an asset register, the first step of any asset management
program. The asset register is at the heart of asset management
because it is the systematic recording of all assets an organization
owns or for which it is responsible. The register should form the link
between all asset-related applications. It must also support the structure and use of the information system to describe and appraise the
assets as individual components, as composite assets – like a pump
station - or as groups of similar assets. The register includes asset attributes and the asset hierarchy, on which additional data collection is
based. Therefore, the Bureau has to determine what it knows about
its assets, and also what unknown information it needs and how best
to collect it.
The Bureau has invested staff resources and made progress in developing its register – for example, the Bureau reports that its Asset
Hierarchy Subcommittee regularly meets to load and organize the
asset register. However, challenges in accessing the Bureau’s existing
knowledge about its assets have made these efforts that much more
difficult. Inefficiencies and limited data reliability, as described by the
Bureau in its asset management-related documents, are examples of
these challenges.
Impact on data quality used for decision-making
The 2011 consultant’s report explained that current systems do not
support the data collection and reporting needs of all processes and,
as a result, data users have developed compensating processes and
activities to fill any gaps. These compensating processes have created information islands that can result in multiple versions of the truth
with users making decisions on inaccurate or expired information.
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Elements of data quality include reliability, completeness, accuracy,
consistency, timeliness and usefulness to decision-makers. Since asset data and data systems are central to asset management practices,
the caliber of the organization’s decision-making depends directly on
the extent and quality of the organization’s data.
There have been some improvements in data quality but not a
systematic approach. For example, the Asset Management Group
identified key data needs in 2008, focusing mostly on asset data attributes in GIS. The Bureau reported that it made progress in this area
and, during our desk reviews, staff informed us of modifications made
to data collection for GIS and CMMS. However, some data sets have
yet to be addressed – for example, we reviewed multiple documents
that stated the Bureau lacks some of the necessary cost data (e.g.
tracking external costs against individual assets) it needs to make
the cost-benefit decisions that are essential for effective asset management. While it may not be necessary to have the highest quality
for all data, systematic standards and procedures are necessary to
provide management with confidence in its data.
Impact on integrating asset management within existing business
processes
The success of asset management in the Bureau depends on its ability to integrate asset management principles and practices within its
overall business processes. For example, business processes at the
Bureau involve information systems for accounting, maintenance,
customer billing and spatial mapping. However, the Bureau has not
yet defined its overall organization, or structure, for aligning systems
and processes. An integration shortcoming reported by the Bureau
is that some systems are outside of its control and that has caused
significant inefficiencies and inabilities to share across its information
systems. Without adequate system and process integration, those responsible for asset management tasks are put in the difficult position
of developing asset management processes without the ability to
relate them to, or integrate them in, the Bureau’s business processes,
systems and supporting technology.
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Leadership, resources
and accountability
needed to effectively
manage implementation

Even with the best strategies, data management changes at a large
organization are risky because of the technical requirements and
the changes employees need to adjust to. Organizations can easily become complacent, resistant to change or have difficulties
implementing a good idea. In addition, the thought of trying to implement such changes can be daunting to management. Fortunately,
the Bureau already has experience in this area, because much of its
asset management success is due to its ability to facilitate changes
within the organization.
Although the Bureau has made some recent efforts in the data
management area, we found that these efforts could be more effective with stronger leadership, dedicated resources and a clearer
accountability framework. The Bureau needs to apply to data management what it learned about organizational change from its asset
management efforts. For example, asset management has the Asset
Management Steering Committee to serve as executive leadership
champions and the Bureau has dedicated resources for the Asset
Management Group to manage implementation and coordinate
across work units. If the Bureau can systematically identify leaders,
dedicate technical resources, and establish clear accountability for
implementing its data management strategy, it will increase its likelihood of success in asset management and its benefits to ratepayers.
The Bureau is in the process of addressing some of these areas. A
Bureau official stated that one direct outcome from the consultant’s
work was the establishment of a Data Management Committee that
will be in charge of implementing its data management strategy.
As we were writing this report, the Bureau shared its charter for the
newly formed Data Management Committee. Bureau staff informed
us that the Asset Management Steering Committee adopted the
charter and will be overseeing the work of the Data Management
Committee moving forward.
In order for the Bureau to fully realize its asset management goals,
it must incorporate its asset management needs in its Bureau-wide
data management strategy. The Bureau reported it has included
asset management experts who are familiar with data needs and
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current data limitations to help lead the three subcommittees: Asset
Management, Information Technology Infrastructure, and Business
Workflows. The Bureau can gain from the investment it has made
developing asset management experts, by involving them as leaders
in planning its data management changes. Their input is crucial in
prioritizing changes needed for general Bureau operations and reconciling differences between the Bureau’s global, general needs and its
specialized asset management needs.
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Chapter 4 Use of service levels limited

Although service levels are an essential part of the Bureau’s asset
planning – and the basis for decision-making according to its Asset
Management Charter and best practices – we found that the Bureau
has not begun using its identified service level indicators to budget
its operating and maintenance expenditures, except in some project
funding decisions. By not systematically using service levels as the
basis for rates and spending, the Bureau has lost an opportunity to
focus its operations on service delivery and effectively communicate
the reason for any rate changes.
We found that managers’ perceptions about the purpose of service
levels are inconsistent, and some service levels are stated as internal
workload targets instead of expressing required customer outcomes
to guide resource decisions. In addition, the Bureau has not yet
consulted with representative customers about whether services are
delivered at the right level relative to cost. The difference between
the Bureau’s use of service levels as performance measures and goals,
and their use according to best practice is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5

Service levels in asset management
A. Best practice use of service levels
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B. Portland Water Bureau current use of service levels
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Source: Audit Services Division
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Capital
project
planning

Asset
Management
Plans

Budget not based on
defined service levels

Because assets exist to provide services, the service levels required
by regulators and elected officials, and desired by customers, should
be the criteria for making informed resource allocation decisions to
manage assets. By City Code, ratepayers are responsible for payment
of “water or water related service,” and
the City Charter constrains spending
“Knowing your required
on other purposes. It follows that the
‘sustainable’ level of service
Bureau should link rates and budgets
will help you implement an
to services, as asset management best
asset management program
and communicate to
practices indicate. However, based on
stakeholders what you are
Bureau managers’ statements, we found
doing. The required level
of service is the basis for
that rates proposed to City Council durjustifying your user rates.”
ing the budget process are not based
U.S. EPA
on meeting the Bureau’s defined service
levels.
Capital project planners consider service levels. However, except
when justifying the creation of new programs, the Bureau has not
tied operating and maintenance costs to service levels. According to
Bureau managers, rate increases are limited to the total amount that
management thinks elected officials and customers would tolerate in
the short term, rather than basing rates on the long term lowest overall cost of meeting specific service levels. Bureau managers told us
the optimum cost would be higher to include more planned maintenance and other unmet needs, but practical considerations limit the
Bureau’s available resources. The amount budgeted for operations
and maintenance (called the base budget) is effectively what remains
of expected revenue after the Bureau subtracts debt service due on
funds borrowed for capital projects, and all other obligations. The
base budget is distributed to programs in proportion similar to prior
years.
As annual debt service increases, less revenue is available for maintenance unless rates are allowed to increase to cover additional debt
service. Debt service increased 52 percent from fiscal years 2007
through 2011, while in the same period, operating expenditures, net
of depreciation, increased only 8 percent. As a fraction of available
operating revenue, debt service increased from 18 to 25 percent in
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those years. Bureau management told us that when revenue does
not cover all needed operating, maintenance, and capital expenditures, the Bureau makes budget cuts to “minor maintenance,” such
as that in the backlog of task orders. These cuts result in deferring
some maintenance to later years. Some deferred minor maintenance
becomes more expensive ‘major’ capital maintenance.
The Bureau has not been able to limit its expenditures to those needed to meet service levels, although managers told us the base budget
is insufficient to do the optimum amount of planned maintenance.
Providing matching funds for transportation project grants is an
example of Bureau expenditures not needed to achieve service levels.
In our 2011 audit, Spending Utility Ratepayer Money (Report #398), we
reported other examples of Bureau spending not directly related to
utility services, such as spending over $1.5 million to remodel a building for Rose Festival Foundation use.
Bureau officials explained that service levels are a work in progress,
evolving based on Bureau experience using them. The Bureau’s insufficient cost data is one barrier to basing funding decisions on service
levels, according to Bureau experts. We found that managers’ perceptions about the purpose of service levels may be another reason the
Bureau is not yet using service levels as criteria for budgeting. The
need for more clarity in the way service levels are defined and the
large number of Bureau service levels are two other possible reasons.

Bureau use of service
level indicators unclear
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Although the Bureau does not yet systematically use its service levels
for budgeting operations and maintenance, it does use them as performance measures. It reports its key measures annually as a group,
and quarterly in program budget reports with program-specific
service levels. Once reported, however, it is not clear how the Bureau
uses the information. Given this limited systematic use of service levels, management perceptions about them, lack of clarity in the way
they are written, and the high number the Bureau identified as key,
we found that generally the Bureau is not using them as the basis for
cost-effective management, with customer input.

Management perceptions about required service levels
inconsistent
Bureau managers expressed a variety of perceptions about the use of
service levels. They said service levels are a mix of regulatory requirements, aspirations, and benchmarks – long term guides for what the
Bureau would like to be doing as well as what it is providing. Bureau
managers told auditors that they do not distinguish between commitments and aspirational goals, and that service levels are periodic
performance reports, for which too much reporting of measures is
required.
The Bureau’s documented uses also differ. Only two Asset Management Plans that the Bureau drafted describe external service levels as
“commitments and requirements that must be met under all circumstances,” and internal service levels as establishing “what customers
can expect from the Bureau with respect to response time, water
quality, pressures, and system reliability.” This is consistent with
best practice, but one of the two AMPs was since revised, and other
AMPs refer to service levels as goals, targets, or proposed levels. The
Strategic Plan says they are pledged to customers, while the Bureau’s
asset management guidance documents refer to them as goals, or as
service conditions that may need improvement.
Having the same understanding and use of the concept is more
important than the specific terminology selected. According to best
practice, it is essential to use required or actual service levels as a
basis for customer consideration of higher service level targets.
Identified service levels unclear about specific service to
customers
Many of the Bureau’s 27 service level indicators do not clearly express
which service is delivered to customers, and some are not clear about
what is actually measured. The Bureau has not specified some services it uses the indicators to measure. Examples of Bureau service level
indicators without clear outcomes for customers expressed include:


“More than 90% of flow control valves will operate when
needed” (Bureau category: Customer Service – Construction)
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“Meet at least 80% of standards established for inspection,
testing, repair and replacement of assets that are identified
as high or extreme risk. Risk scenarios rated extreme
require immediate action” (Bureau category: Infrastructure
Management)



“50% of employees report they are fully engaged in and
enthusiastic about their work” (Bureau category: Workforce
and Workplace Excellence)

Three indicators in the Infrastructure Management category, including the one listed above, are technical measures of workload rather
than measures of Bureau output or outcome. While these indicators
may be useful as technical performance measures, neither the service delivered to customers nor its required level is clear. Since the
purpose of identifying service levels is to focus on service rather than
assets in decision-making, such indicators do not appear to be useful
as service levels. Assets are the means of providing service. Service
levels expressed and measured as outcomes would be more useful
for relating service to cost and for decisions about changing service
levels.
Bureau officials told us that service levels are too technical to be
modified in a way that customers could understand – they are for Bureau use. However, utilities have many options for expressing service
levels in a way that would be useful both to Bureau employees and
for communicating with customers. The City of Seattle’s water utility,
another industry leader in asset management, reported clear “service
level objectives” separate from its service level targets. The Bureau
could use clearer service outcome descriptions for groups of service
levels. For example, Seattle uses, “Provide adequate pressure for
drinking water supplies,” as the service level objective for maintaining
minimum pressure. “Protect public health” could be a service objective for water quality. Seattle defines service levels as , “…desired
performance outcome …high priority to customers….”
Large number of service levels
Although best practices recommend establishing a small, manageable set of service criteria that can be measured with available data
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and are meaningful from a customer point of view, the Bureau identified 27 service level indicators that it considers key. The Bureau’s use
of its service level indicators as performance measures could be the
reason it has included such a large number of service levels it considers key.
Even if each Bureau indicator was clear about the service, the large
number of indicators the Bureau uses might be a barrier to clear
communication within and beyond the Bureau. Fewer indicators
would require less work to estimate costs for varying levels of service.
In comparison, the City of Seattle’s water utility uses less than half the
number of water service levels at its highest level.
During completion of this report, a Bureau representative confirmed
that it considers all of its 27 key service level indicators to be essential and pointed out that it has many more internal budget program
service levels. The Bureau agrees that clarity of the service levels can
be improved.

Bureau has not sought
customer input on
service levels

Although asset management best practices consistently refer to service levels as agreed-upon by customers, we found that the Bureau
has not yet confirmed that representative customers would agree
with the levels of services it has identified. Engaging representative
customers in communication to confirm Bureau service levels and
evaluate whether any are too high or too low would enable the Bureau to focus on the factors most important to customers and adjust
spending to meet customer requirements. Bureau peer reviewers
recommended in 2006 that the Bureau provide opportunities for
customer input to understand “broadly-held community values.” In
2010, the Bureau presented its service level indicators to the Bureau
Employee/Community Budget Advisory Committee (BAC) as part of
the introductory meeting. However, the Bureau told us that the nine
community members were impressed but did not offer input, and
that it has no plans to seek customer agreement.
Bureau officials explained that in addition to their difficulty expressing service levels in clear, non-technical terms, some service levels
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are regulatory requirements that cannot be changed by customers,
such as minimum water pressure. They also said that along with their
significant responsibility to manage water supply and delivery, they
have the authority to make decisions on behalf of ratepayers.
Seattle Public Utilities conducted a survey of randomly selected
customers to help define its service levels. It reports that it plans
to do more customer surveys as well as focus groups and studies of
how much customers are willing to pay for services, to help set future
service levels and ensure that customers understand the rate impacts
of achieving specific levels. Surveying representative customers and
hosting focus groups are methods of assessing customer perceptions
consistent with best practice.
During completion of this report, Bureau management told us that it
has sought input on service levels from its BAC every year since 2006.
It also said its criteria for customer input is the 2010 Citywide Asset
Management Workplan that called for bureaus to consult with BACs
by 2014.

Need for effective
service levels hampers
accountable, efficient
management
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Without systematically using defined service levels as the basis for
water rates and allocating resources, the Bureau can not assure ratepayers that resources are used cost-effectively, or that it is limiting
spending on non-essential items. Not providing that assurance perpetuates the Bureau’s difficulty defending rates it says are essential.
Without clear service levels that can be understood by most customers, and customer confirmation of the levels to use as the basis for
asset management decisions, the Bureau may not understand customer preferences.

Chapter 5 Without useful plans to
implement, decisions may not
be the most cost-effective

Despite its Asset Management Charter, and although asset management depends on substantial planning, the Bureau has no overall
plan for managing assets. Instead, it is developing Asset Management Plans (AMPs) for each of about 20 of its major groups of similar
assets like valves and fire hydrants. It completed drafts of less than
a third of those plans, however, due in part to its data and resource
limitations. Without plans, decisions are typically made on a case-bycase basis by individual managers, and the Bureau may not perform
asset maintenance, repair and replacement at the best times to save
costs. We found that even when the Bureau had plans for asset
groups, the extent of plan implementation was unclear. We also
found that the plans lacked elements needed for accountability.

No overall asset
management plan and
limited progress on
specific plans

Portland residents have told government that maintaining existing
utility assets is more important than spending on new projects, according to Davis, Hibbitts & Midghall, Inc., a Portland research firm,
and others. Our 2004 audit of the distribution system recommended
that the Bureau prepare a comprehensive maintenance plan. The
Bureau affirmed its responsibility to maintain water system assets in
its strategic plan and Asset Management Charter, and it addresses
maintenance within AMPs. However, we found the Bureau has no
overall plan for managing assets. Bureau management told us that
one overall plan is not needed because it is developing comprehensive AMPs, a focus that was expanded in 2010.
Instead of an overall AMP, the Bureau is developing separate AMPs for
its different groups of similar assets, including pipes, pump stations,
and fire hydrants. Its primary objectives for the AMPs are to deter-
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mine management strategies for each asset group and to identify
which specific assets are most important to uninterrupted operation
of the whole system. Asset groups differ in the ways they fail, and in
maintenance, repair and replacement strategies and costs. This is the
Bureau’s rationale for creating many specific plans rather than one
overall plan. Bureau assets may not all be included within the defined asset groups. In addition, creating so many different AMPs may
not be the most efficient approach from the perspective of managers
responsible for managing more than one asset group. Figure 6 lists
the status of Bureau AMPs.

Figure 6

Status of Asset Management Plans (AMP) as of December 2011
Asset group
distribution mains
large valves
fire hydrants
large meters (commercial)
pump stations
tanks
Bull Run road system
services (from main to meter)
wholesale meters & vaults
distribution - transport mains
conduits (pipes from supply)
fountains
groundwater supply system
line valves
system meters
transmission mains
facilities, buildings
Bull Run supply
Sandy River Station
terminal storage (reservoirs)
regulator stations

Started

Completed

In use

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no

yes (2008, in revision)
yes (2008)
yes (2010)
yes (2007, in revision)
yes (2008, in revision)
yes (2007, in revision)
no (revision sched for 2011)
no (revision sched for 2011)
no (revision sched for 2011)
no (revision sched for 2012)
no (revision sched for 2012)
no (revision sched for 2012)
no (revision sched for 2012)
no (revision sched for 2012)
no (revision sched for 2012)
no (revision sched for 2012)

partly
partly
partly
partly
partly
partly

Source: Portland Water Bureau planning documents
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The Bureau’s completed AMPs describe technical analyses and results,
and they show that development included industry standards review,
collection and analysis of available data, and knowledge of historical and current business processes. Typically, several sections of the
AMPs identify and include proposals or recommendations for service
levels, policies, management strategies, maintenance strategies, data
collection, and other aspects of asset management. Most work on
completed AMPs was done before the Bureau’s guidance was ready.
Without completed and implemented plans, it is less likely the Bureau
will discover and correct inefficiencies in a timely way. In addition,
management can not determine whether its goals for managing
Bureau assets are being met, and spending may be ineffective. According to Bureau management, implementing its Asset Management
Charter depends on completing the AMPs and the Bureau is working to complete the majority on schedule. During completion of
this report, the Bureau emphasized that prior to the current effort to
update and complete most AMPs, it had devoted resources to other
important asset management products, listed in Figure 2.

Challenges to plan
completion

We found that the Bureau’s data inadequacies were one reason it
had not yet completed more AMPs. The reliable data needed for
AMPs is often not available. Another reason was that team members
may be accountable to different managers, and have other full-time
responsibilities. Although the cooperative AMP development process has some benefits, it appears to depend primarily on individual
motivation and perception of priorities. Other than the Steering
Committee’s generally reactive process, the Bureau lacks a framework
for prioritizing asset management activities that involve more than
one major Bureau division.
Data limitations
As discussed in Chapter 3 of this report, management has not yet implemented the comprehensive data management approach it needs
for supporting asset management analyses. In our review of AMPs,
we found confirmation of the Bureau’s data limitations. For example,
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a fire hydrant shown as active may not actually exist, and could cause
potential delay to firefighters expecting to use it. Valve make and
model was not routinely tracked and information about large valves
was stored in 12 separate systems. Although identifying asset failure
mode is essential for AMP analysis steps, maintenance staff only recently began to collect it and for only a few asset types. In addition,
the Bureau does not measure all expenditures for planned and reactive maintenance sufficiently for its own use in determining optimum
maintenance over time, and lacks reliable data on the extent of its
deferred maintenance.
Early AMPs completed without guidance document
Staff in the Bureau’s Asset Management group performed most
work on the six AMPs completed, without the benefit of the Bureau’s
guidance document for preparing AMPs. In addition, the Steering
Committee had prioritized the group’s work on business cases, risk
analysis, and defining service levels over its work on AMPS. The
group prepared the 2010 guidance for AMPs based on experience
gained during its work on AMPs and other asset management products.
Current team process for revising and completing plans
In 2010, the Steering Committee prioritized AMP completion and
participated in developing current work plans for revising and completing priority AMPs, but it may not be directing the process as an
essential Bureau activity. According to work plans, each team drafting an AMP includes expertise in different aspects of the specific
asset group and in asset management, to incorporate collective
organizational knowledge into the AMP and to spread understanding
about asset management to the whole team Each team works cooperatively to complete its assigned AMP, and team leads meet monthly
to share information as they progress. However, because assigned
leads and members of AMP teams have other full-time responsibilities, work on AMPs is not their highest priority. Each member may
be accountable to a different Bureau manager, and not necessarily
to each other for completing tasks. For this reason it is unclear who
is ultimately accountable for completing each AMP. Many different
types of delays may occur when the higher priority work of any team
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member takes precedence. During completion of this report, the
Bureau reported that the leads are accountable for AMP completion,
and it “has assigned a tremendous amount of resources to preparation of the AMPs.”

Without plans,
decisions are reactive
and more costly

Without management plans for cost-effective maintenance, repair
and replacement, individual asset managers typically make decisions
on an informal basis, and more maintenance is performed in a reactive manner. The perception of managers and staff is that the Bureau
needs to do more planned maintenance to reduce the amount of
reactive work. Without enough planned maintenance performed at
the best time, the risk of service interruption is higher and repair and
replacement is likely more costly overall. During interviews, Bureau
officials identified a concern that the Bureau has fewer resources
than it needs for ongoing maintenance because of its funding structure. The Bureau knows that when assets are not maintained as they
should be, more time is spent reacting to problems than it would
take to prevent the problems through adequate maintenance. Although reactive unplanned maintenance can be the most expensive
maintenance and should not take up more than a 20 to 25 percent of
total maintenance effort, according to the EPA, the Bureau performs
at least 40 percent reactive maintenance on the distribution system,
according to a Bureau manager.
Bureau relies on individual subjective decisions
Bureau managers and staff typically make asset maintenance decisions, case-by-case, based on their professional judgment including
historical practice and historical best practice, manufacturers’ recommendations, and “rules of thumb.” While they may use sound
judgment given available information, an individual’s judgment
about maintenance cannot substitute for analysis of long term risk
and cost combined with planning. Informal individual decisions also
are unlikely to result in the improved distribution of resources under
management authority that implementing a complete AMP could
achieve. Accepted historical practices may not be the most cost-effective, and not all managers have extensive experience to draw from.
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In addition, program managers may not have sufficient budget
available to do preventive maintenance or timely planned repair.
Managers told us they need higher operating and maintenance
budgets to increase planned maintenance to an effective level. This
reflects the lack of Bureau planning for adequate resources to accomplish needed maintenance. The Bureau does not create maintenance
plans except those prepared for AMPs.
Comparison to peers showed high rate of breakdowns
By 2006 the Bureau had learned from benchmarking that it had a
high ratio of breakdown to scheduled maintenance. Comparison
with peers also showed that planning and scheduling maintenance
could provide the highest potential cost savings for the Bureau. With
exceptions in the Operations Group, the Bureau has changed little
in maintenance practice for most asset groups, although officials
express confidence that it will improve through asset management
planning.
Neglected minor maintenance can turn into major maintenance
According to Bureau managers, because the base budget is inadequate to increase the proportion of planned maintenance, a major
consideration for them is whether a needed maintenance expenditure meets accounting criteria for spending from the capital budget,
and if not, whether their allotted base budget can cover the cost.
Since bond proceeds can fund only capital projects, the Bureau must
rely on ratepayer collections for the current year to fund its operating
and maintenance (base) budget. For example, the expense of lubricating and exercising valves to keep them operating must be funded
by the base budget, but replacing a valve in a water main would be
an allowable capital expense. Planned maintenance needs compete
with many other base budget needs including operational activities
and reactive maintenance such as repairing leaks and breakdowns
that may quickly use up available funds.
One Bureau official told us that preventive maintenance is expensive
from a ratepayer perspective because it must be paid for in the year
work is done. However, Bureau managers and staff know that when
minor maintenance is not done it may become major – capitalized –
maintenance.
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Defined capital improvement work given priority
In revenue bonds, the City promises that it will maintain and preserve
the water system, “in good repair, working order and condition,” and
City policy also requires bureaus to maintain assets to protect capital
investments and minimize future costs of maintaining and replacing
them. However, some Bureau managers told us that in practice, the
Bureau gives higher priority to capital work than to planned maintenance. Unlike the Bureau’s dedicated funding source and formalized
process for capital projects, it has no comparable controlling and
monitoring process for other maintenance work. When the Bureau’s
base budget is inadequate, although maintenance may not be targeted, ultimately it is cut. Without plans that specify maintenance
requirements, there is a greater risk that maintenance could be cut to
undesirable levels, increasing the need for more costly reactive maintenance and perhaps threatening compliance with bond covenants
and City policy.

Drafted plans not
systematically
implemented

We found that the AMPs drafted were not systematically implemented. Because the role of the Steering Committee is unclear, it
is also unclear what authority AMPs represent. Drafts of AMPs are
presented to the Committee, but it has no formal approval process.
Following Steering Committee consideration of an AMP, the budget
program managers responsible for its specific asset group should
facilitate implementation. However, according to the Bureau, even
maintenance strategies and plans in drafted AMPs are not necessarily
implemented, and the budget does not extend to implementing all
of the recommendations made in AMPs. In addition, the Bureau does
not track implementation of AMP recommendations. The effect is
that the Bureau may not be achieving the extent of benefits in costeffectiveness that it could be.
Bureau officials acknowledged that AMP implementation has been
limited and said implementation should improve with the increased
involvement of program staff on teams currently working on AMPs,
and increased Bureau understanding of the benefits of implementing
asset management.
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Drafted plans missing
accountability and
implementation
elements

We found that the Bureau’s completed AMPs are missing elements
that could make them more effective as management tools and easier to implement. It is not clear that the drafted AMPs are intended to
be plans for action.
Bureau management considers the AMPs to be “compilation documents” that will be revised as Bureau understanding increases and
more information is available. Despite all the information included,
we found that AMPs do not clearly show which, if any, of the recommendations and strategies are intended actions to manage the assets
more cost-effectively. Without more clarity about management’s
decisions and who is responsible for implementing its decisions,
the AMPs could be viewed merely as reference documents. For
example, the AMP for hydrants lists 21 recommendations, and additional recommendations can be found in other chapters. The AMP
was presented to the Steering Committee in 2010, so it is not apparent to whom or by whom the recommendations are made, or which
ones management adopted for action. Bureau officials explained
that Steering Committee decisions about AMP implementation are
discussed but not formally documented, consistent with the Bureau’s
collaborative approach to management.
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Chapter 6 Recommendations

The Bureau has made progress in developing and using some asset
management tools such as business case analyses and Asset Management Plans, and it has documented its commitment to achieving
the benefits of using an asset management approach. However, five
years after signing its Asset Management Charter, many of management’s objectives have not yet been achieved. Improving the
Bureau’s overall structures for performance accountability and the
decision process would address many of the conditions that are impeding asset management. For example, management could clarify
to field crews that collecting data is an essential part of field work
performance, and hold them accountable for collecting it, so that it
can be used to determine lowest cost maintenance. Management’s
reliance on persuasion and voluntary cooperation to achieve essential
work products and results is not effective by itself.
The Bureau can build on the work it has accomplished, overcome
barriers described in this report and achieve its stated asset management objectives to manage assets cost-effectively in the long term.
To do this, the Bureau needs to make decisions based on evidence
to provide service levels agreed upon by representative customers.
With its aging assets, potential costly legal mandates, and questions
from members of the public about the justification for rate increases,
the Bureau must strengthen its asset management capability and
use those tools to inform decisions and its customers. Over the long
term, this asset management approach will benefit ratepayers.
We recommend that the Commissioner in Charge direct the Portland
Water Bureau to implement these recommendations:
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To improve the availability and reliability of data necessary to carry
out asset management objectives:
1.

Deploy resources, formalize leadership and develop
accountability structures to implement a data management
approach that meets the Bureau’s asset management and
other business process needs.
Develop and communicate to the whole organization the
resulting data management implementation work, including
data model, standards for asset-related data, and individual
positions responsible for data sets and business workflows.
Management should acknowledge the importance of this work
by dedicating adequate resources for it, identifying milestones
and timeframes for completion and by explicitly directing
compliance with the implementation requirements developed.

To gain the benefits of using defined levels of service delivered to
customers in determining rates and budgets and as criteria for asset
management decisions:
2.

Agree on a consistent definition and use of “service level”
in the Bureau, distinguishing between current service levels
and higher goals.

3.

Identify the essential service levels required to describe
current results (outcomes) for customers, and make each
one meaningful from the perspective of representative
customers. Avoid using more service levels than necessary
to define essential required and desired services to
customers. Link the Bureau’s more technical internal
service levels and indicators to the service levels that are
essential to customers.
Review the adequacy and clarity of each service level as
a description of service outcome or output. The clarity of
essential service levels and indicators used to measure them,
together with any additional internal service levels, should be
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adequate for use in decision making about water rates and
budgets required to provide services.
4.

Obtain confirmation from representative customers that
the Bureau’s defined essential required service levels are
appropriate for use in decision making, including financial
decisions.

5.

Apply service levels as budget criteria, allocating resources
to meet service levels while excluding budget items that do
not contribute to meeting service levels.

To improve the planning process and Asset Management Plans:
6.

Document management decisions and direction in Asset
Management Plans, using format and language to make
the plans action plans supported by resources. Clarify the
priority for implementing each planned action described.
Include assigned roles and responsibilities for taking action, by
position title.

7.

Clarify accountability for preparing Asset Management
Plans and provide resources for completing plans.
Include position titles.

8.

Consider preparing an overall asset management plan or
other means of clarifying management policy and providing
guidance for decision making that may not be explicit in
the asset-specific AMPs.
An overall plan could be a resource for managers in the process
of planning or making decisions, with links to asset-specific
AMPs.
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In support of achieving asset management objectives we also recommend that the Bureau:
9.

Explicitly incorporate an accountability framework
throughout the Bureau to increase the likelihood of
successfully meeting its objectives as intended.
Document the authority and responsibilities of the Asset
Management Steering Committee and other positions in the
Bureau with responsibility for implementing AMPs.
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Chapter 7 Objectives, scope and
methodology

We conducted this performance audit to review the Bureau’s approach to asset management. Our primary objective was to
determine the status of the Bureau’s implementation of its 2007
Asset Management Charter in which it listed goals for becoming
an advanced asset management organization (Appendix). Secondary objectives were to determine whether the Bureau implemented
recommendations made by contracted reviewers and others, to understand the Bureau’s decision making process, and to determine the
Bureau’s results of applying its asset management criteria.
Our scope focused on the Bureau’s actions and products related to
asset management from 2005, when it began using asset management concepts in business cases, through about June 2011. Our
2004 audit, Portland’s Water Distribution System: Maintenance Program
Needs Improvement (Report # 299) recommended a comprehensive
plan for maintenance and data management improvements. This
audit expands upon the work of that prior audit in two ways. We
included the whole water system in our review, and like the Bureau
we enlarged our view of maintenance management to one of asset
management.
As part of our analysis we reviewed various industry-specific reports
and guidance documents about asset management. These included
the International Infrastructure Management Manual, published by
the Association of Local Government Engineering New Zealand and
the Institute of Public Works Engineering of Australia, 2006; Effective
Utility Management by American Water Works Association (AWWA)
and other organizations, 2008; additional AWWA policy; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) guidance documents; EPA slides for
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Advanced Asset Management Training Workshops; and Government
Finance Officers Association Accounting for Capital Assets, 2008. We
reviewed Seattle Public Utilities Asset Management Framework, 2011,
and other documents provided by SPU.
We also reviewed literature on performance management including
A Performance Management Framework for State and Local Government: From Measurement and Reporting to Management and Improving
published by the National Performance Management Advisory Commission, 2010; and “Better performance management,” published by
Public Performance & Management Review, 2011.
Given the context in which the Bureau operates, we reviewed various
City and Bureau-specific documents. These included relevant portions of the City Charter and Code; City Financial Planning Policies
(FIN-2.03, 2.11, and 2.12); Citywide Assets Report 2010; revenue bond
documents; collective bargaining agreements, and financial plans
and reports. We reviewed the Bureau’s employee manual, results of
its 2010 employee engagement survey results, verification of Bureau
compliance with State and Federal regulations, and its capital project
process guidance. We also reviewed the Bureau’s work plans and
guidance documents specific to its efforts to apply asset management principles, and gained familiarity with the Bureau’s various
information systems, conducting desk reviews of those systems that
were significant to asset management.
Moreover, to better understand Bureau operations, concerns of
Bureau managers and staff, and the implementation of asset management and decision-making at the Bureau, we conducted numerous
interviews with management and staff across five of the Bureau’s six
operational groups, concentrating our interviews with Management
Team members, those in the Asset Management Group, and others
responsible for financial management and data management. Given
the importance of field-based activities, we toured facilities and
gained an understanding of assets significant to the Portland water
system – from Bull Run Dams to treatment and storage facilities and
residential customer meters. We spent time with maintenance crews
to understand work order processing, completion and data capture
into multiple Bureau information systems.
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In order to achieve our audit objectives, we reviewed products describing or evaluating the Bureau’s asset management efforts, and
many Bureau products that resulted from those efforts. This work
included analyzing specific consultant reviews, gap analyses and peer
reviews referenced in this report. In addition, we reviewed numerous
business cases, asset status and condition reports, Asset Management
Plans (both in process and drafted), and records of Asset Management Steering Committee meetings. We conducted additional
follow-up interviews based on results of our document reviews.
We relied upon management’s representations about overall value of
the water system and their conclusions from technical or cost-benefit
analyses. We reviewed these documents for reasonableness, but our
reviews are not intended to provide assurance about the reliability of
Bureau documents nor that information provided by management is
free from error, or fraud, waste and abuse.
The Office of the City Auditor developed this report independently
for the public as well as for City officials. The report is the result of
a performance audit, and was not part of the City’s annual financial
audit on the City’s financial statements. Expressions of opinion in the
report are not intended to guide prospective investors in securities
offered by the City and no decision to invest in such securities should
be made without referencing the City’s audited CAFRs and official
disclosure documents relating to a specific security.
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence
obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives.
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PDC Economic Development Loans: Loan programs
improved, but tracking major borrowers limited
(#419, March 2012)
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Portland Police Bureau Learning: Improvements
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This report is intended to promote the best possible management of public resources.
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obtained by contacting the Audit Services Division.

